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è Protoplanetary disks formation & structure 
è Grain growth and the first steps toward planet formation
è Molecular gas in disks: kinemtics, chemistry and evolution
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From Cores to Planetary Systems
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How do you form a disk?
Cores rotate:

Centrifugal radius:
(simple angular momentum conservation)

DensityStreamlines
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Cores rotationMeasuring rotation

Goodman et al. (1993)
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From Cores to Planetary Systems
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Debris Disk

Inner disk clearing:
e-folding time t~2-3 Myr
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Protoplanetary disks

• Protoplanetary disk in absorption (HST)

100 AU



• Alpha-disk - Shakura & Sunyaev (1973)

Viscosity and radial structure

• Self similar solution by Linden-Bell & Pringle (1973) 

• If T~r-q then ~r(3-2q)/2 (assuming alpha~const)
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• Surface density evolution (gamma=1.0)

Viscosity and radial structure
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• Data consistent with viscous disc and  Macc<10-7Msun/y

Mass accretion rate



Mass accretion rate

More realistic view

• Data consistent with viscous disc and  Macc<10-7Msun/y



τν∝Σ(r)κν        Σ(r)∝r-p     κν∝κoνβ

SED for a locally isothermal disk

Beckwith et al. (1991)

Viscous heating provides a poor fit of protoplanetary disc temperature:
outer regions are warmer than predicted! 



Flared disks: detailed models

Global disk model...

... consists of vertical 
slices, each forming a 
1D problem. All slices 
are independent from
each other.

[K. Dullemond]



Viscous+passive heating



Viscous+passive heating

(Macc~10-8 Msun/yr @ 1 Myr)



Emissione del disco “flared”



Flared disks: which observations probe what?

Mid-IR imaging

Scattered light

IR Spectroscopy
PAH Emission

[C. Dominic]

Submm/radio: 
Entire Disk



Disk masses: (sub)mm continuum
• MD ~ 0.01-0.1 Msun

• MD/Mstar ~ 0.03

• F1mm ~ Bn(T) k1mm MD



Radial structure

• 10AU@140pc=0.14 arcsec

• Diffraction: 0.14arcsec@1mm => 1.5km

• Need interferometers

CQ Tau 
VLA 7mm

(Testi et al. 2003)
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(Chandler et al. 2013)



asteroids

Earth+Mars
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Radial structure

• N.B. assumption:                 
g/d=100

• Observations are 
consistent with the 
structure derived from 
viscous models

• Radial distribution of 
mass is consistent with 
the expectations from 
MMSN

• ~1



de Gregorio-Monsalvo et al.: ALMA observations of HD 163296 disk structure
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Fig. 3. CO(3–2) representative channel emission maps in HD 163296, primary beam corrected. The spectral resolution is 0.21 km s!1 and the rms
per channel is 14 mJy beam!1. The synthesized beam size is represented in the lower-right in each panel. The white solid and dotted lines represent
the front and the back gas disk surface respectively. The insert at bottom-left of each panel shows a zoomed-down model at the corresponding
velocity (i.e. the size is the same, the scale is di!erent).

In order to reproduce the pattern observed in the CO chan-
nel maps, a set of values of CO freeze-out temperature, non-
thermal turbulence velocity, scale height and flaring power were
explored. The vertical dust temperature gradient calculated by
MCFOST is su"cient to produce a “two-layer” e!ect for the CO
line, but is not of high enough contrast to be detectable. A larger
vertical temperature gradient would likely increase the contrast
by increasing the emission at the surface, but we defer to a fu-
ture paper the full and detailed gas modelling including all tran-
sitions of CO observed by ALMA. However, the contrast can be
increased by removing CO gas from the midplane. To mimic the
e!ect of freeze-out in the midplane, we set the CO gas abun-
dance to zero wherever Tgas = Tdust is below a critical value. We
tried a range of freeze-out temperatures from 10 to 40 K. The
best match is obtained for 20 K, similar to the value obtained by
Qi et al. (2011) from a di!erent method. For 20 K, the width of
the layer where CO is removed has a scale height of 15 AU (at
200 AU radius), and it a!ects mostly the outer disk midplane.
This provides direct evidence for CO freeze-out close to the disk
midplane in HD 163296 (see also Mathews et al. 2013 submit-
ted). A range of gas non-thermal turbulent velocity between 0
to 0.2 km s!1 were also explored and compared with the spatial
extent of the emission in a given channel. The best match is ob-
tained for 0.1 km s!1.

The apparent separation between the two layers of CO emis-
sion in the channel maps is a function of the system’s inclina-
tion and geometry (thickness) of the disk. The inclination is well
known. The geometry of the disk in our model is defined in a
large part by the reference scale height (H0) and the flaring ex-
ponent. Starting from the model of Tilling et al. (2012), values
of the scale height in the range 0.03–0.1 at 1 AU and flaring in-
dex in the range 1.00–1.20 were considered. A good match is
obtained for a scale height of 0.07 AU (at 1 AU radius), and a
flaring power of 1.12. These values correspond to a disk that
is slightly geometrically thicker than the disk of Tilling et al.
(2012). These changes are important to match the CO(3–2) chan-
nel maps, but we note that this model keeps matching the SED
and the CO and continuum radial surface brightness profiles ad-
equately.

5. Conclusions
We have presented ALMA observations in CO(3–2) and con-
tinuum at 850 µm. We used these data in combination with
MCFOST models to refine the geometrical, physical and chemi-

cal properties of HD 163296. We show, for the first time at sub-
millimeter frequencies, a detailed disk gas structure where the
front and the back gas disk surface are resolved. We found a
clear and strong di!erence in the radial surface brightness dis-
tribution of CO and sub-millimeter dust, where a tapered-edge
model is unable to fit both simultaneously and the dust disk ap-
pears to have a sharp outer edge. We conclude that the adopted
prescription, valid for a number of disks observed at lower res-
olution, must be modified to account for the e!ects seen with
the higher sensitivity and angular resolution now available with
ALMA. We propose a combination of grain growth and inward
migration as a plausible explanation of this discrepancy.
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HD163296 as seen by ALMA

• Dust vs. gas disk, freeze-out and deuteration, flaring geometry
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ratio of 100 throughout the disk (both radially and vertically).
We adopted a standard CO abundance with respect to H2 (10!4),
set constant through the disk where Tdust > 20K and equal to
zero where Tdust < 20K to mimic the e!ect of CO freeze-out
(see section 4.3). The level populations are calculated assuming
LTE and Tgas(r, z) = Tdust(r, z) for each grid cell.

The temperature structure and radiation field estimated by
the Monte Carlo simulation are used to calculate level popu-
lations for the CO molecule and to produce the spectral en-
ergy distribution (SED), continuum images, and line emission
surface brightness profiles and kinematics with a ray-tracing
method. The kinematics are calculated assuming the disk is in
pure Keplerian rotation and the mass of the central star equal to
2.4M" (Tilling et al., 2012).

4. Discussion
4.1. Dust and gas surface brightness distributions
In order to fit the brightness radial profiles observed in the con-
tinuum at 850 µm and in the CO(3–2) emission line, we consider
a tapered-edge model for the surface density distribution (see
Andrews et al. 2009):

" = "c

!

R
Rc

"!!

exp
#

!

!

R
Rc

"$2!!

(1)

where Rc is the characteristic radius and ! is the index of the
surface density gradient. In our data CO is detected over a ra-
dius more than twice the dust continuum radius. This feature,
for which the tapered-edge disk model has provided a solution
until now, is produced because the CO line opacity is so much
larger than the dust continuum at 850 µm that the gas remains
optically thick and detectable over a much larger radius.

For performing the fitting to both CO(3–2) and continuum
radial profiles, a "2 minimisation algorithm was used to infer
the best value of !. A dust mass of 7# 104M" (Tilling et al.,
2012) was assumed, and the match to the SED and total flux
density was also checked for consistency. The best match for
the very steep decline of the continuum surface brightness out-
side Rc requires very small values of ! (< 0.1; see Figure 2),
reproducing well the total integrated continuum flux (5% larger
than the observed integrated flux), the Rc, and the radial pro-
file of the surface brightness. But such a small gamma cannot fit
the integrated CO(3–2) radial profile and line emission would be
produced only out to r $ 400AU by the models, while it is ob-
served out to 575AU. Using ! = 0.8–0.9 provides the best match
to the CO(3–2) surface brightness profile data, as well as for
integrated flux (1% higher than the observed one), and Rc (see
Fig 2). However, this ! produces a continuum disk whose sur-
face brightness decline is too shallow, over-predicting the dust
emission. Values of ! = 0.8–1.0 have been reported in previous
studies at lower resolution to fit well both the spectral line emis-
sion and the continuum (e.g., Hughes et al. 2008). Those values
are ruled out for the continuum by the higher angular resolution
data reported here.

Additionally, for R < Rc the data show an excess of emission
in CO that cannot be fit with the initial model. To investigate the
origin of this extra emission, we considered further the results
of Tilling et al. (2102) from which our model is inspired. They
showed (see their Figure 7, right panel) that there is a layer of
hot gas at the surface of the disk, significantly hotter than the
dust, for radii smaller than 50–80AU. MCFOST does not calcu-
late the gas temperature, but we can verify easily that the model

Fig. 2. Surface brightness profiles for the continuum (red crosses) and
for the CO(3–2) (light blue crosses) with 1# error bars. Dashed and
dashed-dotted lines represent two di!erent model fits required for the
continuum (with ! = 0.1) and for the spectral line (! = 0.9) profiles
respectively. Green dotted line marks Rc=125 AU

CO surface brightness profile is a good match to the data when
using Tgas = 1.5Tdust for a radius <80AU, and Tgas = Tdust else-
where. This is shown in Fig. 2, where the resulting change in the
brightness profile is seen at $100 AU.

4.2. Origin of the different surface brightness profiles

Coronagraphic imaging with the Hubble Space Telescope to-
ward HD 163296 revealed a scattered light disk with an outer
radius that extends to at least 450AU (Grady et al., 2000). This
suggests sub-micron dust particles responsible for scattered light
remain coupled to the gas, while larger particles ($ 100 µm or
larger) responsible for the 850 µm emission are concentrated
in a smaller radius closer to the central star. One plausible ex-
planation for the clear di!erence in the radial distributions of
millimeter-sized dust grains and CO gas is a combination of
grain growth and inward migration. It is known that grain growth
occurs in this disk, as reported by Isella et al. (2007) based on the
slope of the dust opacity law in the interval 0.87-7mm. Related
to the inward migration, models predict the gas drag to be more
e#cient in intermediate size dust particles, with small grains
remaining coupled to the gas (as seen in scattered light) and
boulders following marginally perturbed Keplerian orbits (e.g.
Barrière-Fouchet et al. 2005). Models predict a sharp cut-o! of
the sub-millimeter continuum emission when both grain growth
and inward migration are considered (e.g. Laibe et al. 2008), in
agreement with our observations. A similar case of dusty com-
pact disk with a sharp outer edge smaller than the CO gaseous
disk has been reported by Andrews et al. (2012) for TW Hya.

4.3. The vertical structure of HD 163296

The CO(3–2) channel maps unveil clearly for the first time
at sub-millimeter frequencies the vertical structure of a flared
gaseous disk (see Fig A.1). In Fig 3 we have plotted four repre-
sentative channel maps that show bright CO emission from the
front disk surface, as well as similar but fainter and apparently
rotated emission from the rear disk surface. This “two-layer” ef-
fect was predicted theoretically by Semenov et al. (2008) and it
arises because the disk is tilted, the CO(3–2) is optically thick
and its emission is close to the disk surface, where the flaring
e!ect is more prominent.

3



Leonardo Testi: Grain growth and the dawn of planets, 18 Jun 2013

Grain Growth the Dawn of Planets 
è The core-accretion scenario

ØDust growth and planetesimals 
formation

ØFormation of rocky cores
ØGas accretion from disk

1µm 1mm 1m 1km 1000km

Directly observable
through IR and mm

observations

End State
Exo-

planets

Solar system constraints (but only 1 object! Snapshot 4.5 billion years after the fact!)

hic sunt dracones
(models)

mm/cm
Op/IR



Dust opacities. Example: silicate

Opacity of amorphous olivine (silicate) for different grain sizes

[K. Dullemond]



Grain size & dust opacity

• Dust opacity per gram coefficient 
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Leonardo Testi: Grain growth and the dawn of planets, 18 Jun 2013

Grain growth in clouds
è Typical ISM dust can grow up to several um particles 

in clouds and cores
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Leonardo Testi: Grain growth and the dawn of planets, 18 Jun 2013

Model predictions
è Opacities as a function of time (n=10^5 cm-3)
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Leonardo Testi: Grain growth and the dawn of planets, 18 Jun 2013

Grain growth before the disk stage
è Typical ISM dust can grow up to ~0.1-1mm size 

particles in clouds and cores
è Growth to few um sizes known from infrared/optical
è Growth to larger particles? -> Combine NIR/FIR 

measurements (extinction vs emission)
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Elias29 

WL12 

Elias29 

WL12 

1.1 mm SMA data 

1.1 mm SMA data 

3 mm ATCA data 

3 mm ATCA data 

Fig. 3. Visibility amplitudes expressed in Jansky against the u-v distances in k!.The data points give the amplitudes per bin. The data are binned
in annuli according to u-v distance. In the top panels we present the amplitudes of Elias 29: on the left hand side, the ones obtained with the
archival 1.1 mm SMA dataset (Jørgensen et al. 2009), while on the right the ones with the new 3 mm ATCA dataset. In the bottom pnels we
plot the same for WL 12. The orange lines are the best fits of the observed emissions, obtained using a combination of a two-layer disk model
(Chiang & Goldreich 1997; Dullemond et al. 2001) surrounded by a power-law density envelope. We used the Monte Carlo radiative transport
model RADMC-3D (?) to compute the emission from the envelope.

the properties of the central protostar: its luminosity L", its ef-
fective temperature Te! and its mass M". We estimate L"=13.6
L!, Te!=4786 K and M"=3M! for ELias29 and L"=2.6 L!,
Te!=3980 K and M"=0.6M! for WL12, following the proce-
dure discussed in Appendix C. Then, a characterization of the
disk structure is needed, i.e. the inner and the outer radii Rin and
Rout , the disk inclination angle i (90" for an edge-on disk) and
the dust surface density profile, which, for simplicity, is assumed
to be a power-law:

" = "0

!
R

1 AU

"#p

, (2)

where "0 is the surface dust density at a radial distance of 1 AU
from the central object and where we set p = 1.
The mm-SED is not sensitive to Rin, which we then set equal to
0.25 AU. The measured fluxes at 1.1 and 3 mm are instead sensi-
tive to the dust density, accordingly Rout and the mass of the dust
in the disk Mdisk can be constrained by the observations (assum-
ing a dust opacity and a gas to dust mass ratio). We fix gas/dust

to 100 by mass and we explore the e!ects of using di!erent pre-
scriptions for #$ depending on the dust size.

5.1.1. Dust Opacity

The dust opacity depends on grain sizes, shape and composi-
tion (e.g. Miyake & Nakagawa 1993; Pollack et al. 1994; Draine
2006). Estimate on the level of grain growth from the mm-SED
can be done, making assumptions on the chemical composition
and shape of the dust grains.
As done e.g. by Ricci et al. (2010), we adopt a simplified ver-
sion of the dust model proposed by Pollack et al. (1994), who
estimated the composition and abundances of grains (and gases)
in both molecular cloud cores and young circumstellar disks by
considering the results of a wide range of astronomical data and
theory, the composition of primitive bodies in the solar system,
and solar elemental abundances. We assume an approximated
dust composition in which only the three most abundant species
are considered. These are olivine, refractory organics, and water
ice. The correspondent volume fractional ratios are 1 : 3 : 6 for

Article number, page 4 of 8
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Dust at the disk formation stage
è Large grains (up to ~mm size) seem to be present in 

the protostellar envelopes (see also Chiang+ 2012, Tobin+ 2013)

è Initial conditions not as expected... 
Ø Compact, massive disks with large grains?
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Table 4. Model parameters for Elias29 and WL12.

Source Mdisk(M!) Rdisk [AU] Menv(M!) Renv [AU] ae
max[mm]

Elias29 0.07 15 2 5·104 1
WL12 0.8 30 3 5·104 1

Elias29 amax = 1 µm
amax = 2 mm
amax = 2 cm
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Fig. 4. Millimeter flux density vs. spectral index for disk models for
Elias29. The black dot shows our ATCA data for Elias29. Each line
represent the prediction of disk models with the same disk outer radius
and dust opacity spectral index !, but increasing disk mass from left to
right.

Fig. 5. Millimeter flux density vs. spectral index for disk models
for WL12. The black dot shows our ATCA data for WL12. Each line
represent the prediction of disk models with the same disk outer radius
and dust opacity spectral index !, but increasing disk mass from left to
right.

reproduce the trend of the interferometric data on the u-v plane.
The data seem indeed to be consistent with a 2 M! envelope of
radius Renv = 5 · 104 AU, where grains ave already been grown
up to mm size.

7. Interpretation (draft)

- Grain growth: dust grains probably start to aggregate up
to mm size already in the envelope of Class 0 and Class I

YSOs. This may set new initial condition for grain growth
in Class II protoplanetary disks.

- Optically thick disks: The existence of such compact
disks can suggest that magnetic fields are acting. MHD
simulations tell us that the magnetic breaking is more
e!cient during the first stages of collapse (Class 0, or early
Class i YSOs) when the envelope is still massive. This may
indicate that Elias29 and WL12 are young Class Is, while
IRS63, which seems to have a larger disk, is a more evolved
source, just turning the Class II phase (should we add IRS63
in this paper?).

(a) Discussion on the magnetic resistivity. A survey of Class
I YSOs with ALMA, compared with non-ideal MHD
simulations could help to constrain the resistivity.

(b) Discussion on the gravitational instabilities, as a conse-
quence of such compact disks.

8. Summary and Conclusion

Appendix A: Independence on the Geometry of the
System

In this Appendix we want to show that in the optically thin
regime, one can constrain the grain growth level whatever is the
geometry of the system.
Let us start from the Radiative Transfer Equation at the Thermal
Equilibrium:

dI"
d#"
= B" " I" , (A.1)

where B" is the Planck function, I" is the Specific Intensity and
#" is the optical depth.
To solve eq. (A.1), we first multiply everything by a factor e#" ,
in order to simplify the integration:

e#"
dI"
d#"
= e#" (B" " I") (A.2)

d
!
e#" I"

"
=

!
e#" B"

"
d#". (A.3)

Let us now integrate:

e#" I" " I0 =

# #"

0
e#
#
"B"(##") d##" (A.4)

I" = I0e"#" +
# #"

0
e"(#""##")B"(##") d##". (A.5)

Eq. (A.5) is the general solution of the equation of the radiative
transport at the thermal equilibrium.
Under the optically thin approximation, #" $ 1, one can easily
rewrite the specific intensity as follows:

I" % B" #"
% B" $" ", (A.6)
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Table 4. Model parameters for Elias29 and WL12.

Source Mdisk(M!) Rdisk [AU] Menv(M!) Renv [AU] ae
max[mm]

Elias29 0.07 15 2 5·104 1
WL12 0.8 30 3 5·104 1

Fig. 4. Millimeter flux density vs. spectral index for disk models for
Elias29. The black dot shows our ATCA data for Elias29. Each line
represent the prediction of disk models with the same disk outer radius
and dust opacity spectral index !, but increasing disk mass from left to
right.

WL12 amax = 1 µm
amax = 1.6 mm
amax = 2 cm

10AU 30AU 300AU

1 10 100
Fν, λ=3mm  [mJy]
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1.
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m

Fig. 5. Millimeter flux density vs. spectral index for disk models
for WL12. The black dot shows our ATCA data for WL12. Each line
represent the prediction of disk models with the same disk outer radius
and dust opacity spectral index !, but increasing disk mass from left to
right.

reproduce the trend of the interferometric data on the u-v plane.
The data seem indeed to be consistent with a 2 M! envelope of
radius Renv = 5 · 104 AU, where grains ave already been grown
up to mm size.

7. Interpretation (draft)

- Grain growth: dust grains probably start to aggregate up
to mm size already in the envelope of Class 0 and Class I

YSOs. This may set new initial condition for grain growth
in Class II protoplanetary disks.

- Optically thick disks: The existence of such compact
disks can suggest that magnetic fields are acting. MHD
simulations tell us that the magnetic breaking is more
e!cient during the first stages of collapse (Class 0, or early
Class i YSOs) when the envelope is still massive. This may
indicate that Elias29 and WL12 are young Class Is, while
IRS63, which seems to have a larger disk, is a more evolved
source, just turning the Class II phase (should we add IRS63
in this paper?).

(a) Discussion on the magnetic resistivity. A survey of Class
I YSOs with ALMA, compared with non-ideal MHD
simulations could help to constrain the resistivity.

(b) Discussion on the gravitational instabilities, as a conse-
quence of such compact disks.
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Leonardo Testi: Grain growth and the dawn of planets, 18 Jun 2013

Grain growth in disks: model predictions

è Models predict a radial dependence of the grain growth
è Larger grains at small R, smaller (but still large) grains at large R

Ø Qualitative agreement with data (...but...)
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(Birnsiel, Ricci, Trotta, et al. 2010)



The “m-size barrier”
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Leonardo Testi: Disks, May 2013

Migration & Fragmentation

• Large grains migrate fast, are drained 
towards the central star, collide with 
other grains and fragment
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Gas-dust interactions
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Leonardo Testi: Disks, May 2013

Dust trapping in pressure maxima

• Pressure maxima in disks (arms, 
vortices...) can efficiently trap large 
particles allowing grains to growth 
and stay in the disk for long times
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Leonardo Testi: Disks, May 2013

Dust trapping in pressure maxima

• Pressure maxima in disks (arms, 
vortices...) can efficiently trap large 
particles allowing grains to growth 
and stay in the disk for long times

• Observable with ALMA!
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Leonardo Testi: Grain growth and the dawn of planets, 18 Jun 2013

Gas

50 cm

• Grain Trapping: e.g. spiral arms, vortices, density enhancements

• Predictions will be tested observationally
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Slowing down radial drift: grain trapping



Leonardo Testi: Grain growth and the dawn of planets, 18 Jun 2013

è Grains size radial structure - roughly as predicted
è Need higher angular resolution (esp mm/submm) to 

contrain models

Resolving grain growth in disks
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Leonardo Testi: Grain growth and the dawn of planets, 18 Jun 2013

è Target known BDs disks in nearby SFR

è Estimate disk mass, size (mm flux, resolve disk)

è Constraint dust properties (mm spectral index)

è Attempt detection of molecular gas

Grain growth in BDs
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Leonardo Testi: Grain growth and the dawn of planets, 18 Jun 2013

ALMA Results on rho-Oph 102

è Disk Size: 10AU (CO) <~ R <~ 30AU (cont)
è Disk Mass: ~0.3-1% of central BD
è Gas rich disk
è Evidence for large (>~ mm-size) grains (R
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Leonardo Testi: Grain growth and the dawn of planets, 18 Jun 2013

Comparison with models
è Can we reconcile grain growth in young BDs with 

dust evolution models in disks?
è Main parameters

Ø Gas surface density (disk mass/size)
Ø Fragmentation velocity
Ø Turbulence
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Leonardo Testi: Grain growth and the dawn of planets, 18 Jun 2013

Dust evolution in BD disks: initial models

è To reproduce the observations, it is 
necessary to use extreme parameters

è Very fast radial drift is the main problem
è Especially for the disk radius and 

amplitudes of the overdensities 
necessary to stop radial drift
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Md=2 MJ, Rd=30 AU, ~10-3, vf=10km/s, p=-0.5



Leonardo Testi: Grain growth and the dawn of planets, 18 Jun 2013

è Large grains seem to be present around all type of PMS objects (and before!)
è Grain evolution can be very fast, but subsequent evolution is slow, as we see 

highly processed grains around objects of all ages between 1 and 10 Myr
è Plausible physical structures in the disk can stop migration

è Key predictions and tests:
Ø Grain growth in Class 0 and I - probably!
Ø Radial gradient of dust properties (Isella 2010; Guilloteau et al. 2011; Perez 

et al. 2012; Trotta et al. 2013; Harris et al. 2013)
Ø Small-scale segregation of large grains (full ALMA resolution needed)

• Initial results on special disk classes are already coming out 
Ø Disks need high gas densities for grains to grow: faint disks should be a late 

evolutionary stage disks around BDs should not grow grains 

è Is our assumption that grain growth occur in disk totally wrong?
è Resolve grain growth in disks, with a resolution adequate to constrain models...
è Constrain grain growth at earlier stages

State of the Art & Future Directions



Leonardo Testi: Protoplanetary Disks: Dust of the Dawn, Arcetri, 31 Mar 2010
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Leonardo Testi: Protoplanetary Disks: Dust of the Dawn, Arcetri, 31 Mar 2010

Outer disks structure and kinematics
HD163296

(Qi et al. 2012)



Disk masses: (sub)mm continuum

• HD has been detected with Herschel in 
the nearest disk. This is the best 
constraint on the gas mass in disks (B
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Leonardo Testi: Protoplanetary disks, Bologna, Apr 2, 2012

Where is the water?



Leonardo Testi: Protoplanetary disks, Bologna, Apr 2, 2012

Where is the water?

è Herschel detects much less water than originally 
expected in protoplanetary disks

è Freeze out and dust settling expose only a tiny fraction 
of the water ice to stellar radiation

è Deuterium fractionation and water isotopes

(Hogerheijde et al. 2011)

!
(Brinch et al. 2010)



Turbulence

• High S/N spectra limit 
turbulence to

• < 40 m/s for TW Hya

• ~300 m/s for upper layers 
of HD163296 disk (0.4 
Mach)

• DM Tau: 0.4-0.5 Mach at 
intermediate layers (Guilloteau 
et al. 2012)

• Important for planet-formation 
models; mixing of material

The Astrophysical Journal, 727:85 (17pp), 2011 February 1 Hughes et al.

Figure 1. CO(3–2) emission from the disk around HD 163296 observed with the SMA at a spectral resolution of 44 m s!1. The top plot shows the line profile,
summed within a 6 arcsec box using the MIRIAD task imspec (neglecting emission with absolute values between ±2! ). Channel maps across the bottom show the
segment of the line indicated by the shaded gray box at its full spatial and spectral resolution, imaged with a 1.""0 taper to bring out the large-scale emission (complete
channel maps are provided in the Appendix). Local standard of rest (LSR) velocity is indicated by the numbers in the upper right of each channel. Contours are
[3,6,9,...]#0.55 Jy beam!1 (the rms noise). Inset in the upper right corner is a zeroth (contours) and first (colors) moment map of the CO(3–2) line emission. The
2.""0#1.""7 beam is indicated in the lower right of the inset. Note that while the colors in the channel and moment maps both represent LSR velocity (blue is low; red is
high), the scales are different for the two representations: the moment map contains the full line data, while the channel maps span only a subset of the line.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 1
Observational Parametersa

Parameter HD 163296 TW Hya

Compact-N Extended C+E Compact Extended C+E
2009 May 6 2009 Aug 23 2008 Mar 2 2008 Feb 20

CO(3–2) line

Beam size (FWHM) 2.""1#1.""4 0.""9#0.""7 1.""7#1.""3 1.""0#0.""8 1.""0#0.""7 1.""0#0.""8
P.A. 50$ 8$ 47$ 5$ !17$ !16$

RMS noise (Jy beam!1) 0.51 0.97 0.49 0.35 0.52 0.40
Peak flux density (Jy beam!1) 8.9 3.1 8.1 4.8 4.0 4.8
Integrated fluxb (Jy km s!1) 76 14 76 19 4.8 24

340 GHz continuum 350 GHz continuum

Beam size (FWHM) 2.""1#1.""4 0.""9#0.""7 1.""7#1.""3 1.""0#0.""9 1.""0#0.""7 1.""0#0.""8
P.A. 52$ 9$ 47$ 8$ !21$ !21$

RMS noise (mJy beam!1) 7.0 10 7.0 16 10 8.5
Peak flux density (Jy beam!1) 1.14 0.6 1.05 1.21 0.47 0.51
Integrated fluxc (Jy) 1.78 1.72 1.75 1.67 1.49 1.57

Notes.
a All quoted values assume natural weighting.
b The integrated line flux is calculated by integrating the zeroth moment map inside the 3! brightness contours using the MIRIAD task cgcurs.
c The integrated continuum flux is calculated using the MIRIAD task uvfit, assuming an elliptical Gaussian brightness profile.

structure of circumstellar disks across a wide range of wave-
lengths, particularly in the submillimeter (see, e.g., Calvet et al.
2002, 2005; Andrews et al. 2009). However, each class of mod-
els has limitations. The similarity solution models have a large
number of free parameters, some with significant degeneracies
(see discussion in Andrews et al. 2009). By fitting only the
CO(3–2) emission, these models also neglect potential informa-
tion provided by dust emission, including stronger constraints
on the disk density. However, the neglect of dust emission avoids
complications due to heating processes and chemistry that affect
gas differently than dust. The D’Alessio et al. models of dust
emission include only stellar irradiation and viscous dissipation

as heating sources, and do not take into account the additional
heating processes that may affect molecular line strengths in the
upper layers of circumstellar disks (Qi et al. 2006). While the
constraints from the dust continuum reduce the number of free
parameters in this class of models, they also have the disadvan-
tage of an unrealistic treatment of the density structure at the disk
outer edge: since they are simply truncated at a particular outer
radius, they are not capable of simultaneously reproducing the
extent of gas and dust emission in these systems (Hughes et al.
2008). The similarity solution models are vertically isothermal,
which is an unrealistic assumption. With only one molecular
line included in the model, this limitation will not affect the

3

The Astrophysical Journal, 727:85 (17pp), 2011 February 1 Hughes et al.

Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 but for TW Hya. The channel maps were imaged with a 1.!!2 Gaussian taper to emphasize the emission on larger scales, and the contours
are [4,8,12,...]"0.55 Jy beam#1 (the rms noise). For the full set of channel maps, see the Appendix.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

results of the study presented here, although caution should be
exercised when applying the best-fit model parameters to other
lines.

The primary reason for using the two types of models,
however, is that they differ substantially in their treatment of
the disk temperature structures. For the D’Alessio et al. models,
the temperature structure is fixed by the dust continuum. The
similarity solution models, by contrast, allow the temperature
to vary to best match the data. There are a few independent
constraints on temperature: it should increase with height above
the midplane, due to surface heating by the star and low viscous
heating in the midplane, and the dust will generally not be
hotter than the gas, since the gas is subject to additional heating
processes beyond the stellar irradiation that determines dust
temperature. The temperature structure in the disk is the single
factor most closely tied to the derived value of the turbulent
linewidth (see discussion in Section 4.4), which will be model-
dependent. We therefore fit both classes of models to the data,
in order to compare the model-dependent conclusions about
turbulent linewidth for two distinct types of models with very
different treatments of gas temperature. The spatial dynamic
range of the data is insufficient to investigate radial variations
in turbulent linewidth. We therefore assume a global value, ! ,
that will apply to size scales commensurate with the spatial
resolution of the data.

4.1. Description of Models

4.1.1. D’Alessio et al. Models

The D’Alessio et al. models are described in detail in
D’Alessio et al. (1998, 1999, 2001, 2006). Here we provide a
general outline of the model properties and discuss the particular
models used in this paper.

The D’Alessio et al. models were developed to reproduce the
unresolved SEDs arising from warm dust orbiting young stars,
although they have also been demonstrated to be successful at
reproducing spatially resolved dust continuum emission at mil-
limeter wavelengths (see, e.g., Calvet et al. 2002; Hughes et al.
2007, 2009b) as well as spatially resolved molecular line emis-

sion (see, e.g., Qi et al. 2004, 2006). The models include heating
from the central star and viscous dissipation within the disk, al-
though they tend to be dominated by stellar irradiation. The
structure is solved iteratively to provide consistency between
the irradiation heating and the vertical structure. The mass ac-
cretion rate is assumed to be constant throughout the disk. The
assumed dust properties are described by Calvet et al. (2002),
and the model includes provisions for changing dust proper-
ties, dust growth, and settling. We allow the outer radius of the
model to vary to best reproduce the extent of the molecular line
observations.

We use the structure model for TW Hya that was developed
by Calvet et al. (2002) and successfully compared to molecular
line emission by Qi et al. (2004, 2006). For HD 163296, we use
a comparable model that reproduces the spatially unresolved
SED and is designed to reproduce the integrated line strengths
of several CO transitions as well as other molecules (C. Qi et al.
2011, in preparation).

Since the D’Alessio et al. models were developed primarily
to reproduce the dust emission from the SED, we are required to
fit several parameters to match the observed CO(3–2) emission
using the SED-based models. We fit the structural parameters
{RD, XCO} (the disk outer radius and CO abundance, respec-
tively), the geometrical parameters {i, P.A.} (the disk inclination
and position angle), and the turbulent linewidth, {!}.

4.1.2. Viscous Disk Similarity Solutions

We also fit the observations using a power-law temperature
distribution and surface density profile that follows the class
of similarity solutions for evolving viscous accretion disks de-
scribed by Lynden-Bell & Pringle (1974) and Hartmann et al.
(1998). This particular method of parameterizing circumstel-
lar disk structure has a long history of success in reproducing
observational diagnostics, although with limitations. Theoreti-
cal predictions of the power-law dependence of temperature for
accretion disks around young stars were first made by Adams
& Shu (1986), and power-law parameterizations of tempera-
ture and surface density have been used by many studies
since then (e.g., Beckwith et al. 1990; Beckwith & Sargent

4
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Fig. 3. CO(3–2) representative channel emission maps in HD 163296, primary beam corrected. The spectral resolution is 0.21 km s!1 and the rms
per channel is 14 mJy beam!1. The synthesized beam size is represented in the lower-right in each panel. The white solid and dotted lines represent
the front and the back gas disk surface respectively. The insert at bottom-left of each panel shows a zoomed-down model at the corresponding
velocity (i.e. the size is the same, the scale is di!erent).

In order to reproduce the pattern observed in the CO chan-
nel maps, a set of values of CO freeze-out temperature, non-
thermal turbulence velocity, scale height and flaring power were
explored. The vertical dust temperature gradient calculated by
MCFOST is su"cient to produce a “two-layer” e!ect for the CO
line, but is not of high enough contrast to be detectable. A larger
vertical temperature gradient would likely increase the contrast
by increasing the emission at the surface, but we defer to a fu-
ture paper the full and detailed gas modelling including all tran-
sitions of CO observed by ALMA. However, the contrast can be
increased by removing CO gas from the midplane. To mimic the
e!ect of freeze-out in the midplane, we set the CO gas abun-
dance to zero wherever Tgas = Tdust is below a critical value. We
tried a range of freeze-out temperatures from 10 to 40 K. The
best match is obtained for 20 K, similar to the value obtained by
Qi et al. (2011) from a di!erent method. For 20 K, the width of
the layer where CO is removed has a scale height of 15 AU (at
200 AU radius), and it a!ects mostly the outer disk midplane.
This provides direct evidence for CO freeze-out close to the disk
midplane in HD 163296 (see also Mathews et al. 2013 submit-
ted). A range of gas non-thermal turbulent velocity between 0
to 0.2 km s!1 were also explored and compared with the spatial
extent of the emission in a given channel. The best match is ob-
tained for 0.1 km s!1.

The apparent separation between the two layers of CO emis-
sion in the channel maps is a function of the system’s inclina-
tion and geometry (thickness) of the disk. The inclination is well
known. The geometry of the disk in our model is defined in a
large part by the reference scale height (H0) and the flaring ex-
ponent. Starting from the model of Tilling et al. (2012), values
of the scale height in the range 0.03–0.1 at 1 AU and flaring in-
dex in the range 1.00–1.20 were considered. A good match is
obtained for a scale height of 0.07 AU (at 1 AU radius), and a
flaring power of 1.12. These values correspond to a disk that
is slightly geometrically thicker than the disk of Tilling et al.
(2012). These changes are important to match the CO(3–2) chan-
nel maps, but we note that this model keeps matching the SED
and the CO and continuum radial surface brightness profiles ad-
equately.

5. Conclusions
We have presented ALMA observations in CO(3–2) and con-
tinuum at 850 µm. We used these data in combination with
MCFOST models to refine the geometrical, physical and chemi-

cal properties of HD 163296. We show, for the first time at sub-
millimeter frequencies, a detailed disk gas structure where the
front and the back gas disk surface are resolved. We found a
clear and strong di!erence in the radial surface brightness dis-
tribution of CO and sub-millimeter dust, where a tapered-edge
model is unable to fit both simultaneously and the dust disk ap-
pears to have a sharp outer edge. We conclude that the adopted
prescription, valid for a number of disks observed at lower res-
olution, must be modified to account for the e!ects seen with
the higher sensitivity and angular resolution now available with
ALMA. We propose a combination of grain growth and inward
migration as a plausible explanation of this discrepancy.
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HD163296 as seen by ALMA

• Dust vs. gas disk, freeze-out and deuteration, flaring geometry
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ratio of 100 throughout the disk (both radially and vertically).
We adopted a standard CO abundance with respect to H2 (10!4),
set constant through the disk where Tdust > 20K and equal to
zero where Tdust < 20K to mimic the e!ect of CO freeze-out
(see section 4.3). The level populations are calculated assuming
LTE and Tgas(r, z) = Tdust(r, z) for each grid cell.

The temperature structure and radiation field estimated by
the Monte Carlo simulation are used to calculate level popu-
lations for the CO molecule and to produce the spectral en-
ergy distribution (SED), continuum images, and line emission
surface brightness profiles and kinematics with a ray-tracing
method. The kinematics are calculated assuming the disk is in
pure Keplerian rotation and the mass of the central star equal to
2.4M" (Tilling et al., 2012).

4. Discussion
4.1. Dust and gas surface brightness distributions
In order to fit the brightness radial profiles observed in the con-
tinuum at 850 µm and in the CO(3–2) emission line, we consider
a tapered-edge model for the surface density distribution (see
Andrews et al. 2009):

" = "c

!

R
Rc

"!!

exp
#

!

!

R
Rc

"$2!!

(1)

where Rc is the characteristic radius and ! is the index of the
surface density gradient. In our data CO is detected over a ra-
dius more than twice the dust continuum radius. This feature,
for which the tapered-edge disk model has provided a solution
until now, is produced because the CO line opacity is so much
larger than the dust continuum at 850 µm that the gas remains
optically thick and detectable over a much larger radius.

For performing the fitting to both CO(3–2) and continuum
radial profiles, a "2 minimisation algorithm was used to infer
the best value of !. A dust mass of 7# 104M" (Tilling et al.,
2012) was assumed, and the match to the SED and total flux
density was also checked for consistency. The best match for
the very steep decline of the continuum surface brightness out-
side Rc requires very small values of ! (< 0.1; see Figure 2),
reproducing well the total integrated continuum flux (5% larger
than the observed integrated flux), the Rc, and the radial pro-
file of the surface brightness. But such a small gamma cannot fit
the integrated CO(3–2) radial profile and line emission would be
produced only out to r $ 400AU by the models, while it is ob-
served out to 575AU. Using ! = 0.8–0.9 provides the best match
to the CO(3–2) surface brightness profile data, as well as for
integrated flux (1% higher than the observed one), and Rc (see
Fig 2). However, this ! produces a continuum disk whose sur-
face brightness decline is too shallow, over-predicting the dust
emission. Values of ! = 0.8–1.0 have been reported in previous
studies at lower resolution to fit well both the spectral line emis-
sion and the continuum (e.g., Hughes et al. 2008). Those values
are ruled out for the continuum by the higher angular resolution
data reported here.

Additionally, for R < Rc the data show an excess of emission
in CO that cannot be fit with the initial model. To investigate the
origin of this extra emission, we considered further the results
of Tilling et al. (2102) from which our model is inspired. They
showed (see their Figure 7, right panel) that there is a layer of
hot gas at the surface of the disk, significantly hotter than the
dust, for radii smaller than 50–80AU. MCFOST does not calcu-
late the gas temperature, but we can verify easily that the model

Fig. 2. Surface brightness profiles for the continuum (red crosses) and
for the CO(3–2) (light blue crosses) with 1# error bars. Dashed and
dashed-dotted lines represent two di!erent model fits required for the
continuum (with ! = 0.1) and for the spectral line (! = 0.9) profiles
respectively. Green dotted line marks Rc=125 AU

CO surface brightness profile is a good match to the data when
using Tgas = 1.5Tdust for a radius <80AU, and Tgas = Tdust else-
where. This is shown in Fig. 2, where the resulting change in the
brightness profile is seen at $100 AU.

4.2. Origin of the different surface brightness profiles

Coronagraphic imaging with the Hubble Space Telescope to-
ward HD 163296 revealed a scattered light disk with an outer
radius that extends to at least 450AU (Grady et al., 2000). This
suggests sub-micron dust particles responsible for scattered light
remain coupled to the gas, while larger particles ($ 100 µm or
larger) responsible for the 850 µm emission are concentrated
in a smaller radius closer to the central star. One plausible ex-
planation for the clear di!erence in the radial distributions of
millimeter-sized dust grains and CO gas is a combination of
grain growth and inward migration. It is known that grain growth
occurs in this disk, as reported by Isella et al. (2007) based on the
slope of the dust opacity law in the interval 0.87-7mm. Related
to the inward migration, models predict the gas drag to be more
e#cient in intermediate size dust particles, with small grains
remaining coupled to the gas (as seen in scattered light) and
boulders following marginally perturbed Keplerian orbits (e.g.
Barrière-Fouchet et al. 2005). Models predict a sharp cut-o! of
the sub-millimeter continuum emission when both grain growth
and inward migration are considered (e.g. Laibe et al. 2008), in
agreement with our observations. A similar case of dusty com-
pact disk with a sharp outer edge smaller than the CO gaseous
disk has been reported by Andrews et al. (2012) for TW Hya.

4.3. The vertical structure of HD 163296

The CO(3–2) channel maps unveil clearly for the first time
at sub-millimeter frequencies the vertical structure of a flared
gaseous disk (see Fig A.1). In Fig 3 we have plotted four repre-
sentative channel maps that show bright CO emission from the
front disk surface, as well as similar but fainter and apparently
rotated emission from the rear disk surface. This “two-layer” ef-
fect was predicted theoretically by Semenov et al. (2008) and it
arises because the disk is tilted, the CO(3–2) is optically thick
and its emission is close to the disk surface, where the flaring
e!ect is more prominent.
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HD163296 as seen by ALMA

• CO snowline and disk tomography
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Fig. 1.— Integrated images of the TW Hya disk in (left:) DCN J=3-2 emission and (right:)
DCO+ J=3-2 emission. The contour levels are at 50%, 75% and 90% of the peak value. The

cross marks the peak of the continuum emission, which locates the position of the central
star.
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HD163296 as seen by ALMA

• CO disk wind
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Planet-disk interaction

• Planets interact with the gas and migrate

• Large planets open gaps in the disks



Observing gaps with ALMA



Are gaps long-lived?

• Disk-Planets-Photoevaporation: initial simulations



Transitional disks
IRS48: dust and gas 

HD142527: dust and gas 

J160421.7 (Carpenter; see also Mathews 
et al. 2012)



• Known Transitional Disk 
(disk with inner hole, 
supposedly carved by planets 
or photoevaporation)

• A0 central star

• ALMA Cycle 0 Band 9 
observations at ~0.3” 
resolution

• CO(6-5) and dust continuum

the standard core-accretion picture, dust grains
must grow from submicrometer sizes to rocky
cores ~10 times the mass of Earth (MEarth) within
the ~10-million-year lifetime of the circumstellar
disk. However, this growth process is stymied
by what is usually called the radial drift and
fragmentation barrier: Particles of intermediate
size [~1 m at 1 astronomical unit (AU) (1 AU =
1.5 ! 108 km = distance from Earth to the Sun),
or ~1 mm at 50 AU from the star] acquire high
drift velocities toward the star with respect to the
gas (3, 4). This leads to two major problems for
further growth (5): First, high-velocity collisions
between particles with different drift velocities
cause fragmentation. Second, even if particles
avoid this fragmentation, they will rapidly drift
inward and thus be lost into the star before they
have time to grow to planetesimal size. This
radial drift barrier is one of the most persistent
issues in planet formation theories. A possible
solution is dust trapping in so-called pressure
bumps: local pressure maxima where the dust
piles up. One example of such a pressure bump
is an anticyclonic vortex, which can trap dust
particles in the azimuthal direction (6–10).

Using the Atacama Large Millimeter/
submillimeter Array (ALMA), we report a high-
ly asymmetric concentration of millimeter-sized
dust grains on one side of the disk of the star
Oph IRS 48 in the 0.44-mm (685 GHz) con-
tinuum emission (Fig. 1). We argue that this can
be understood in the framework of dust trapping
in a large anticyclonic vortex in the disk.

The young A-type star Oph IRS 48 [dis-
tance from Earth ~120 parsecs (pc), 1 pc = 3.1 !
1013 km] has a well-studied disk with a large
inner cavity (a deficit of dust in the inner disk
region), a so-called transition disk. Mid-infrared
imaging at 18.7 mm reveals a disk ring in the
small dust grain (size ~50 mm) emission at an
inclination of ~50°, peaking at 55 AU radius or
0.46 arc sec from the star (11). Spatially resolved
observations of the 4.7-mm CO line, tracing 200
to 1000 K gas, show a ring of emission at 30 AU
radius and no warm gas in the central cavity
(12). This led to the proposal of a large planet
clearing its orbital path as a potential cause of
the central cavity. Although these observations
provide information about the inner disk dy-
namics, they do not address the bulk cold disk
material accessible in the millimeter regime.

The highly asymmetric crescent-shaped dust
structure revealed by the 0.44-mm ALMA con-
tinuum (Fig. 1) traces emission from millimeter-
sized dust grains and is located between 45 and
80 AU (T9 AU) from the star. The azimuthal
extent is less than one-third of the ring, with no
detected flux at a 3s level (2.4 mJy per beam) in
the northern part (fig. S1). The peak emission
has a very high signal-to-noise ratio of ~390, and
the contrast with the upper limit on the opposite
side of the ring is at least a factor of 130. The
complete absence of dust emission in the north of
IRS 48 and resulting high contrast make the
crescent-shaped feature more extreme than earlier
dust asymmetries (10, 13). The spectral slope
a of the millimeter fluxes Fn [0.44 mm com-
bined with fluxes at lower frequencies n (14)]
is only 2.67 T 0.25 (Fn º na), suggesting that
millimeter-sized grains (15) dominate the
0.44-mm continuum emission. However, the
gas traced by the 12CO 6-5 line from the same
ALMA data set indicates a Keplerian disk pro-
file characteristic of a gas disk with an inner
cavity around the central star (Fig. 1B). 12CO 6-5
emission is detected down to a 20 AU radius,
which is consistent with the hot CO ring at 30 AU
(14). This indicates that there is indeed still some
CO inside the dust hole, with a significant drop
of the gas surface density inside of ~25 T 5 AU.
The simultaneous ALMA line and continuum
observations leave no doubt about the relative
position of gas and dust.

The observations thus indicate that large
millimeter-sized grains are distributed in an asym-
metric structure, but that the small micrometer-
sized grains are spread throughout the ring. To
our knowledge, the only known mechanism that
could generate this separation in the distribution
of the large and small grains is a long-lived gas
pressure bump in the radial and azimuthal di-
rection. The reason that dust particles get trapped
in pressure bumps is their drift with respect to the
gas in the direction of the gas pressure gradient:
v!dust ! v!gas º "

!
p (3, 4), where v!dust and

v!gas are the dust and gas velocities and p is
the pressure. In protoplanetary disks without
vortices, this gradient typically points inward,
so dust particles experience the above-mentioned
rapid radial drift issue. If, however, there exists
(for whatever reason) a local maximum of the
gas pressure in the disk (i.e., where "

!
pgas ! 0

and "
!2pgas < 0), then particles would con-

verge toward this point and remain trapped
there (3, 5), avoiding both inward drift and
destructive collisions (14). Because small dust
particles are strongly coupled to the gas, they
will be substantially less concentrated toward
the pressure maximum along the azimuthal di-
rection than large particles. Various mechanisms
have been proposed that could produce a local
pressure maximum in disks; for instance, when
there is a “dead zone” (16) or a substellar com-
panion or planet (14, 17) in the disk, hindering
accretion. Until recently, however, the presence
of such dust pressure traps was purely speculative,
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Fig. 1. IRS 48 dust and gas observations. The
inclined disk around IRS 48 as observed with ALMA
Band 9 observations, centered on the star (white
star symbol). The ALMA beam during the observa-
tions is 0.32!! ! 0.21!! and is indicated with a white
ellipse in the lower left corner. (A) The 0.44-mm
(685 GHz) continuum emission expressed both in
flux density and relative to the root mean square
(rms) level (s = 0.82 mJy per beam). The 63 AU
radius is indicated by a dashed ellipse. (B) The
integrated CO 6-5 emission over the highest ve-
locities in contours (6,12,...,60sCO levels, sCO =
0.34 Jy km s!1): integrated over –3 to 0.8 km s!1

(blue) and 8.3 to 12 km s!1 (red), showing a sym-
metric gas disk with Keplerian rotation at an in-
clination i = 50°. The green background shows the
0.44-mm continuum. The position angle is indi-
cated in the upper right corner. (C) The Very Large
Telescope Imager and Spectrometer for the mid-
infrared (VISIR) 18.7-mm emission in orange con-
tours (36 to 120sVISIR levels in steps of 12sVISIR,
sVISIR = 0.2 Jy arc sec!2) and orange colors,
overlayed on the 0.44-mm continuum in green
colors and the 5s contour line in green. The VISIR
beam size is 0.48!! in diameter and is indicated
with an orange circle in the bottom right corner.
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ALMA data on IRS48



• MIR image from VISIR shows 
that “small” (um-size) 
particle distribution in 
smooth 

• mm spectral index is 
consistent with the presence 
of large (mm-size) grains

• Data are consistent with the 
large grains to be segregated 
is a relatively small portion of 
the disk

the standard core-accretion picture, dust grains
must grow from submicrometer sizes to rocky
cores ~10 times the mass of Earth (MEarth) within
the ~10-million-year lifetime of the circumstellar
disk. However, this growth process is stymied
by what is usually called the radial drift and
fragmentation barrier: Particles of intermediate
size [~1 m at 1 astronomical unit (AU) (1 AU =
1.5 ! 108 km = distance from Earth to the Sun),
or ~1 mm at 50 AU from the star] acquire high
drift velocities toward the star with respect to the
gas (3, 4). This leads to two major problems for
further growth (5): First, high-velocity collisions
between particles with different drift velocities
cause fragmentation. Second, even if particles
avoid this fragmentation, they will rapidly drift
inward and thus be lost into the star before they
have time to grow to planetesimal size. This
radial drift barrier is one of the most persistent
issues in planet formation theories. A possible
solution is dust trapping in so-called pressure
bumps: local pressure maxima where the dust
piles up. One example of such a pressure bump
is an anticyclonic vortex, which can trap dust
particles in the azimuthal direction (6–10).

Using the Atacama Large Millimeter/
submillimeter Array (ALMA), we report a high-
ly asymmetric concentration of millimeter-sized
dust grains on one side of the disk of the star
Oph IRS 48 in the 0.44-mm (685 GHz) con-
tinuum emission (Fig. 1). We argue that this can
be understood in the framework of dust trapping
in a large anticyclonic vortex in the disk.

The young A-type star Oph IRS 48 [dis-
tance from Earth ~120 parsecs (pc), 1 pc = 3.1 !
1013 km] has a well-studied disk with a large
inner cavity (a deficit of dust in the inner disk
region), a so-called transition disk. Mid-infrared
imaging at 18.7 mm reveals a disk ring in the
small dust grain (size ~50 mm) emission at an
inclination of ~50°, peaking at 55 AU radius or
0.46 arc sec from the star (11). Spatially resolved
observations of the 4.7-mm CO line, tracing 200
to 1000 K gas, show a ring of emission at 30 AU
radius and no warm gas in the central cavity
(12). This led to the proposal of a large planet
clearing its orbital path as a potential cause of
the central cavity. Although these observations
provide information about the inner disk dy-
namics, they do not address the bulk cold disk
material accessible in the millimeter regime.

The highly asymmetric crescent-shaped dust
structure revealed by the 0.44-mm ALMA con-
tinuum (Fig. 1) traces emission from millimeter-
sized dust grains and is located between 45 and
80 AU (T9 AU) from the star. The azimuthal
extent is less than one-third of the ring, with no
detected flux at a 3s level (2.4 mJy per beam) in
the northern part (fig. S1). The peak emission
has a very high signal-to-noise ratio of ~390, and
the contrast with the upper limit on the opposite
side of the ring is at least a factor of 130. The
complete absence of dust emission in the north of
IRS 48 and resulting high contrast make the
crescent-shaped feature more extreme than earlier
dust asymmetries (10, 13). The spectral slope
a of the millimeter fluxes Fn [0.44 mm com-
bined with fluxes at lower frequencies n (14)]
is only 2.67 T 0.25 (Fn º na), suggesting that
millimeter-sized grains (15) dominate the
0.44-mm continuum emission. However, the
gas traced by the 12CO 6-5 line from the same
ALMA data set indicates a Keplerian disk pro-
file characteristic of a gas disk with an inner
cavity around the central star (Fig. 1B). 12CO 6-5
emission is detected down to a 20 AU radius,
which is consistent with the hot CO ring at 30 AU
(14). This indicates that there is indeed still some
CO inside the dust hole, with a significant drop
of the gas surface density inside of ~25 T 5 AU.
The simultaneous ALMA line and continuum
observations leave no doubt about the relative
position of gas and dust.

The observations thus indicate that large
millimeter-sized grains are distributed in an asym-
metric structure, but that the small micrometer-
sized grains are spread throughout the ring. To
our knowledge, the only known mechanism that
could generate this separation in the distribution
of the large and small grains is a long-lived gas
pressure bump in the radial and azimuthal di-
rection. The reason that dust particles get trapped
in pressure bumps is their drift with respect to the
gas in the direction of the gas pressure gradient:
v!dust ! v!gas º "

!
p (3, 4), where v!dust and

v!gas are the dust and gas velocities and p is
the pressure. In protoplanetary disks without
vortices, this gradient typically points inward,
so dust particles experience the above-mentioned
rapid radial drift issue. If, however, there exists
(for whatever reason) a local maximum of the
gas pressure in the disk (i.e., where "

!
pgas ! 0

and "
!2pgas < 0), then particles would con-

verge toward this point and remain trapped
there (3, 5), avoiding both inward drift and
destructive collisions (14). Because small dust
particles are strongly coupled to the gas, they
will be substantially less concentrated toward
the pressure maximum along the azimuthal di-
rection than large particles. Various mechanisms
have been proposed that could produce a local
pressure maximum in disks; for instance, when
there is a “dead zone” (16) or a substellar com-
panion or planet (14, 17) in the disk, hindering
accretion. Until recently, however, the presence
of such dust pressure traps was purely speculative,
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Fig. 1. IRS 48 dust and gas observations. The
inclined disk around IRS 48 as observed with ALMA
Band 9 observations, centered on the star (white
star symbol). The ALMA beam during the observa-
tions is 0.32!! ! 0.21!! and is indicated with a white
ellipse in the lower left corner. (A) The 0.44-mm
(685 GHz) continuum emission expressed both in
flux density and relative to the root mean square
(rms) level (s = 0.82 mJy per beam). The 63 AU
radius is indicated by a dashed ellipse. (B) The
integrated CO 6-5 emission over the highest ve-
locities in contours (6,12,...,60sCO levels, sCO =
0.34 Jy km s!1): integrated over –3 to 0.8 km s!1

(blue) and 8.3 to 12 km s!1 (red), showing a sym-
metric gas disk with Keplerian rotation at an in-
clination i = 50°. The green background shows the
0.44-mm continuum. The position angle is indi-
cated in the upper right corner. (C) The Very Large
Telescope Imager and Spectrometer for the mid-
infrared (VISIR) 18.7-mm emission in orange con-
tours (36 to 120sVISIR levels in steps of 12sVISIR,
sVISIR = 0.2 Jy arc sec!2) and orange colors,
overlayed on the 0.44-mm continuum in green
colors and the 5s contour line in green. The VISIR
beam size is 0.48!! in diameter and is indicated
with an orange circle in the bottom right corner.
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Dust size segregation
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Fig. S2. Cartoon of the proposed disk structure of IRS 48. The brown spots represent the 
large and small grains as traced by the 0.44 millimeter ALMA continuum and VISIR 18.7 
micrometer emission, the large grains concentrated in the dust trap in the south. The blue 
UHSUHVHQWV�WKH�JDV�VXUIDFH�GHQVLW\�DV�WUDFHG�E\�&2��-5 anG�IXQGDPHQWDO�URYLEUDWLRQDO�&2�
line as observed by CRIRES, with a gas hole carved out by the planet at 15-20 AU.  

 

 
 



• Small gas azimuthal asymmetry 
can explain the trapping

• Azimuthal asymmetry most 
likely caused by the presence 
of a planet within the cavity

• Long-lived dust trap serves as 
large-bodies factory

Dust trapping
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Fig. S4. Three snapshots in time of the resulting gas surface density of a disk with a 10 
MJup FRPSDQLRQ�DW����$8�DIWHU������FRPSDQLRQ�RUELWV��VLPXODWHG�ZLWK�)$5*2�
hydrodynamical code. The companion is indicated with a white cross. The gas surface 
density was used to model the trapped dust in pressure bumps (Fig. S5B), to simulate the 
observed dust trap around IRS 48 (Fig. 2).  
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Fig. S5. In both A and B, the blue dotted line indicates the location of the planet, the red 
dashed line the point of zero pressure gradient where the dust gets trapped. A) The radial 
gas surface density Ȉgas after running >1000 orbits (~0.1 Myr) with a 10 MJup planet at 20 
AU in the model disk. B) The pressure gradient dlog P/dlog r corresponding to the gas 
surface density profile in A). The grey dashed horizontal line shows where the pressure 
gradient equals zero. C) The azimuthal profile of the gas density (black line) versus the 
large dust grain density (blue) and small dust grain density (red) in the model (9). The 
contrast in the large dust is significantly higher than in the gas. 

 

 

 

 

because pre-ALMA observations did not have
the spatial resolution and sensitivity necessary
to constrain the distribution of gas and dust re-
quired for testing dust-trapping models (18).

Although vortices in models have an azi-
muthal gas contrast up to only a factor of a few
(16, 19, 20), models predict that even a very mi-
nor pressure variation in the gas ring will trap
the dust efficiently, leading to a strong lopsided
azimuthal asymmetry in the dust ring if the
vortex is long-lived. A gas contrast of only 10%
can create a dust contrast of 100 for large dust
particles in ~105 years (9), so a long-lived azi-
muthal pressure bump can readily explain the
observed high asymmetry in the dust structure
of IRS 48. Vortices created by planets have been
shown to survive over at least 105 years (8). Even
though these vortices tend to diffuse at longer
time scales, ~105 years is enough time to create
strong dust concentrations that remain even if
the vortex disappears. It takes millions of years
to even out these dust concentrations complete-
ly (9). More generally, vortices are expected to
be long-lived if they have an elongation (an
aspect ratio of arc length over width) of at least
4 (21). The accumulated dust in IRS 48 has an
elongation of ~3.1 (T0.6).

We present a detailed numerical model (14),
showing the feasibility of our proposed scenario
(Fig. 2). Given the central cavity in the Oph IRS
48 disk, we propose a substellar companion as
the cause of the inner cavity, which also creates
a long-lived ring of enhanced pressure outside
the planetary orbit. The gas densities inside the
cavity are decreased, with the level depending
on the companion’s mass and the disk viscosity
(22, 23). The drop of the gas surface density at
~25 T 5 AU, in combination with the shape and
steep radial drop of the millimeter dust emis-
sion at 45 AU, suggests that this substellar com-
panion is located between the star and dust

trap around ~20 AU and has a mass of at least
10 MJupiter (17). The presented model with these
parameters shows that the radial overdensity at
the edge of the cavity is Rossby-unstable, lead-
ing to the production of an anticyclonic vortex
(14). Dust accumulation in this pressure bump
results in the spatial separation between the gas
and the millimeter dust emission (17, 24). Other
than the hole, the high gas velocities are sym-
metric in the east and west and consistent with
Keplerian motion around a 2 MSun star (Fig. 1).
Any gas density variation along the azimuthal
direction cannot be observed directly in the CO
6-5 observations, because of high line optical
depth within the disk and foreground absorp-
tion, but C17O data are not inconsistent with a
full gas ring (14).

Regardless of the formation mechanism, the
ALMA observations clearly show a concentra-
tion of dust grains within a small region of the
disk. The total measured dust emission corre-
sponds to 9 MEarth, assuming a dust temperature
of 60 K. The millimeter observations confirm
dust growth up to a maximum grain size of amax =
4 mm. Including larger grains, the dust mass
could be a factor of

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
amax!mm"=4

p
larger (14).

The mass is similar to the full-disk dust masses
found in other young disks (25). This amount of
large dust in a small area will favor grain growth
up to ~1 m size until the fragmentation barrier
(5). Further growth to planetesimal sizes is pos-
sible when additional mechanisms, such as the
sweeping-up of small particles by larger seeds
and bouncing effects including mass transfer,
are considered (26, 27). Because these closely
formed planetesimals will scatter and disperse
along the ring on short time scales, it is not pos-
sible to continue growth and form a planetary
core with regular orderly growth models within
~10 million years at this large distance from the
star. On the other hand, the dust trap could ini-

tiate the formation of a Kuiper Belt around IRS
48, such as that found in our own solar system
at comparable radii (28). The dust trap as a
“Kuiper Belt object factory” is analogous to a
“planet factory” at smaller radii around other
stars, where both the fragmentation barrier is
higher and the collisional growth is faster (5).
Thus, the possibility of dust trapping as the start
of core formation could help to explain the ob-
servations of massive planets at smaller radii
around A-stars such as found in HR 8799 (29)
and beta Pictoris (30).

Dust asymmetries have been hinted at in other
disks by SubMillimeter Array (SMA) observa-
tions (13) and are clearly seen in earlier ALMA
observations (10). The low image fidelity of the
SMA data (low sensitivity and spatial sampling)
and the lower contrast leave room for multiple
interpretations, although a relation to vortices
has been hinted at (10). In contrast, the ALMA
observations of IRS 48, with their unprece-
dented spatial resolution and sensitivity, show a
contrast of at least 130 in the continuum along
the ring, with no indications of a highly asym-
metric small dust/gas distribution. Alternative
scenarios are discussed to be less likely (14). A
long-lived azimuthal gas pressure bump trig-
gered by a companion, followed by particle
trapping, appears to be the most viable scenario
that could produce this. The key feature is the
observed separation between big and small dust
grains/gas, which is a direct consequence of the
dust-trapping model.
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A B

Fig. 2. Model of the dust asymmetry. (A) Simulated ALMA Band 9 dust continuum images at
0.44 mm (685 GHz) for our model using the dust-trapping scenario (9). Details of the model and model
parameters are derived based on the IRS 48 properties (14). The high azimuthal contrast is similar to
that found in the data. (B) Normalized logarithmic azimuthal cut at the peak emission radius through
the dust ring of the observations (black) and the ALMA-simulated model (red), showing the large
contrast in the millimeter dust density between the maximum and the opposite side of the ring. The
(normalized) 3s upper limit of the ALMA data is indicated with a dashed line. The data points below the
normalized 3s level have been removed for clarity.
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• Grain growth in protoplanetary disks
• We are starting to assemble a consistent picture for solids evolution 

• ALMA observations can provide unique tests

• Look at the “freaks”: they will provide key tests and insights

• How common are planetary systems
• Very common from Exoplanets surveys, but how many like our own

• Is SS itself a “freak”? Difficult to believe

• Constraining physical processes in disks
• Chemistry of water (origin of water on Earth)

• Constraining the diversity of chemical evolution and dynamical evolution

Summary


